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akhil akkineni was last seen in telugu film mr majnu. the hindi dubbed version of the film, which was
recently uploaded to goldmines telefilms youtube channel, has clocked in over 100 million views on
the video-hosting site. mr majnu, a romantic film, directed by venky atluri has nidhhi agerwal as the
female lead. mr majnu is akhil akkineni's third film in his career. the rom-com, produced under the

banner of best films by akkineniks and goldmines telefilms, is a collaborative effort between akkineni
and venky. it features some of the most popular actors in the indian film industry. the film has been
directed by venky atluri, who has earlier helmed successful telugu films such as marathi pelli and
rowdy raja. marathi pelli, released in 2015, is the highest-grossing telugu film of the year with 1.7

billion inr (185 million dollars) at the box-office. ms agerwal (born on december 10, 1971, in mysore)
is one of the most versatile artists in the telugu film industry. besides acting in more than 70 films,

she has acted in movies like telugu film dookudu, kanaatha padmavathi, bommalatai, munthiri
bhayankarana roopayya, and jalsa. ms agerwal made her debut with the film neti, neti, directed by
a. karunakara reddy, that released in 2007. she was last seen in the telugu film akka malayala this

year. she started her career with the actor akkineni nageswara rao's maiden telugu film, neti, neti. in
the romantic comedy, she plays a college student suffering from anorexia. she is also seen in that

film's remake in tamil as maappi. on her instagram account, ms agerwal posted a photo with akhil on
the set of mr. majnu. she captioned the picture saying, "thank you all for the love and support you

showed for my character. my role in this film means a lot to me. i hope you enjoy this movie as much
as i loved playing my role in this film."
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“when i was directing maappi, i had also made sure that the film
was dubbed in many languages, including hindi. but then, we
didn’t have a hindi dubbed film. so i thought, why not make a

bilingual movie for the telugu and hindi lovers? so i got in touch
with venky and decided to do it. we had such a good time that i

thought it would be good to continue the connection with him. so i
asked him to do the next film.” the actress recently shared a

video of her actings and talks about the film and the same has got
over 30,000 likes on the social media site. according to her, the

movie has a tinge of a romantic comedy in it. akhil, who has
earlier acted in the telugu film, naadodigal 2, has hit the bull's eye

with his commercially, critically and commercially successful
movies mr. majnu and tevar. akhil is one of the most promising

actors who has successfully found a niche for himself in the telugu
film industry, having acted in five hit films till date. the actor's last

release as a lead actor was in the super hit movie mr. majnu,
which was a mammoth hit at the box office. mr. majnu is all set to

be adapted as a tv series as well. however, a host of questions
still remain regarding the adaptation of the super hit movie in the
indian television industry. while the first episodes have now been

shown, the same was highly criticised by audiences for lacking
intensity. it was claimed that the same might not appeal to the

middle class viewers. further, the movie-makers are expected to
prepare themselves for a big battle with the tamil nadu censor

board. though the telugu movie is a 100% commercial
entertainer, the tamil version of the film was banned on account

of a 20-minute sequence (in the first half of the movie) and
certain dialogues. 5ec8ef588b
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